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What Imperialism Meant to the Colonial Peoples
To the surprise of many imperial apologists, their colonial subjects did not always
seem to take the same view of the benefits of imperialism that they claimed for it.
Robin W. Winks gives a clue to the difference in his epigrammatic sentence: "Imperial-
ism was a practice; colonialism was a state of mind."12
Dependent peoples could not particularly see the benefits to themselves when
the alien agents of imperialism made all the important decisions, administered the laws
and the courts, commanded the army and sometimes forced them to serve in it, lived
in the best houses, had the most money, owned the most productive lands, managed
the docks, factories, or shops, never worked in the fields, travelled in comfort, wore
the finest clothes, and in general set themselves apart and above the inhabitants in
their native land. As far as the subjects could see, most of the benefits went to the
foreigners and few to themselves. The most obvious exception was the benefit that
came to the few who were given an education. This was the best road to achieving the
perquisites that surrounded the intruding "trade man," the "government man," the
"army man," and the "religion man."
But even when material benefits were forthcoming to a clerk in an office, to a
skilled worker in a shop or factory, to a teacher in a school, or to a minor government
official, the benefit could easily be outweighted by a fear of the threat that the
outsider brought to his traditional ways of life or by his resentment of the attitudes
and behavior of the intruder. The threat ranged all the way from attempts to change
his group habits (marriage customs, extended family, child raising, housing, magical
beliefs, religious worship, and language) to condemnation of his habits of cleanliness,
dress, and sexual conduct. While the less privileged might see the advantage in learning
the written language of the rulers, the intellectual classes might see the Western
languages as a threat to their own literary and religious traditions.
Above all, however, and perhaps least understood or appreciated by generations
of Westerners who thought of themselves only as "doing good" for the unfortunate
peoples of the world, was the sense of resentment that pervaded the dependent
peoples' response to the imperialist enterprise. The economic exploitation could
possibly be tempered by an improved standard of living as modern infrastructures of
trade, commerce, industry, railroads, and shipping made more goods available and
made them more diversified. The military life at least brought regular meals and
clothes to the colonial soldier, along with discipline, hardship, and death. The estab-
lishment of law and order, even by outsiders, gave a certain sense of security and
freedom from constant tribal or ethnic wars, raids, and reprisals. The preaching of the
Christian gospel gave a hope for individual dignity and equality, at least in the next
world. There were thus occasional ways to gain some sort of compensation from
imperial rule. But from the humiliation of the race conscious attitudes of superiority
there was no escape. All the other indignities could possibly be tempered by some
advantage that modernization could eventually bring, but what possible advantage
could come from psychological degradation?
13 Winks, op. cit., p. 255.

